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ABSTRACT
The February program is planned as a family-friendly presentation. The geology discussion will be low-tech and brief.
There will be lots of photos of sea lions, penguins, and Antarctic glacial scenery. Bring your family, spouse, or friends
for a preview of a trip you might want to take yourself someday. During the Mesozoic the Antarctic Peninsula was an
extension of the Andes arc. The rocks exposed on the peninsula include andesitic volcanics and associated
sedimentary rocks and the underlying intrusive plutons. Sedimentary rocks range from marine turbidites to
nonmarine sandstone beds containing coal and plant fossils. Mafic dikes are common in the granitoid plutons. During
the last five million years, the area of the South Shetland Islands on the north end of the peninsula spread
northwestward away from the main part of the peninsula. The spreading allowed for decompression melting, the
extrusion of volcanic rocks, and the creation of a caldera where volcanism is still active today. Most of the present
land surface is covered with snowfields or glaciers. Valley and piedmont glaciers abound with their associated
crevasses and icefalls. Fractures in the glacial ice, which is a mineral, are identical to those in rocks. Some barren or
tundra-covered areas exist where zodiac landings can be made and the fauna and flora studied. Several types of
seals, sea lions, and penguins live here, and because they have not yet learned to fear humans, nose-to-nose
photographs are easy to take. Don't miss this short pictorial visit to this exotic place.
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